Propel America Fellows:

- Get paid around $1,000 per month to train for well-paying jobs in programs at no cost to them
- Get a guaranteed interview with employers for jobs paying up to $40,000 per year
- Receive support for their next steps, like completing future degrees and finding opportunities for continued advancement

Follow us on Facebook @PropelAmerica
I’m a current student. How does Propel America work?

Your path with Propel America involves training, mentorship, and support:

**Take Propel’s Core Course** (for class credit) during the spring of your senior year through the Advanced Course Network (ACN).

**Interview with the Propel team to become a Propel Fellow** after successfully completing the Core Course.

**Once accepted as a Propel Fellow, enter a community college or job-training program** at no cost to you. “Earn while you learn” via a **paid internship and/or a stipend** (totaling about $1,000 per month) during the training period and receive **personal career advising**.

**Earn a guaranteed interview** with employers paying up to $40,000 per year (potentially with benefits and tuition reimbursement).

**Get six months of support** while you start your job and consider continuing higher education. Build relationships with **local mentors**.

**What jobs can I train for?**

In its very first year in Rhode Island, Propel America is excited to be offering two roles in Advanced Manufacturing:

- **CNC Operator:** Operate computer-programmed machinery that performs various functions including drilling, cutting, and shaping raw materials as part of a manufacturing process.

- **Process Technician:** Perform complex operations that utilize water and natural and synthetic chemicals to produce a multitude of consumer products, foods, medicines, and beverages.

**Where would I train (at no cost to me), and who are the employer partners?**

**Want to learn more or enroll?**

Ask your guidance counselor, visit the Advanced Course Network (ACN) website, or email Mike@PropelAmerica.org.